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Introduction.

The present work is an example for that, how with modern technical instruments is
possible to compensate disadvantage and to increase technical resources of the old systems,
without a change of given system totally with new one.

The system detail design and implementation was possible mostly, due to the international
conferences and courses organised by IAEA and technical information provided by the
agency.

The designed system plays a role of complementary system to the in situe operational
systems for monitoring and control of the reactor core neutron flux, allowing its
measurement and control during a fuel outage and during reactor start up stage.

Additionally, the system recalculates the reactivity in beta units and according to its value
the reactor criticality fixed up reactivity is defined.

Theoretical base.

The input signals for the system are the outputs from the originally implemented count rate
meter BIO-2-17 for each channel. These are pulses after amplitude discimitator of the
reactor count rate meter and their track frequency is linear function of the reactor physical
power.

The sensitivity of the in situe detectors SNM-11 versus thermal neutrons equals to 1 cps/nv
(1 cps/flux unit). For the control of a neutron flux during the fuel outage, the flux must be
measured at under reactivity level that equals to 1 E-12 Nnom or level 1 E-10% Nnom
(detector measurement zone flux = 0.01 nv) with the appropriate accuracy.

At the mentioned above level of the in situe detector SNM-11 sensitivity is clear that for
achieving an appropriate control as well the lowest possible level of a flux (0,01 nv) during
operation of the complementary system acting as common frequency meter, the
measurement interval must be about 45 sec. This means that if the neutron flux density
changes its new value will be obtained after 45 sec. This is a very long period for data
refreshing in spite of slow outage operations speed, and on the other hand the recalculation
of the period and reactivity at the lowest under reactivity levels is impossible.

To avoid these long periods of averaging, the system uses digital count rate meter method
with subinterval data gathering. In this method the needed interval e.g. 45 sec is subdivided
into certain subinterval t'. The number of the pulses in each subinterval is written down
separately, and the total number of the pulses is a sum of the pulses in the separate
subintervals. The average counting rate is defined as a function of the total pulses number
divided by time interval t. At the and of the counting period e.g. (t'+l) subinterval , the
information gathered for the first one is clear up and its place is fill in by the value obtained
during (t'+l) subinterval and so on.
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This procedure heavily decreases counting rate value - each average frequency change is
registered with latency in worst case equal to one subinterval. This allows immediate
registration of trends in neutron flux increase and decrease, at the lowest levels of the
neutron flux as well, it allows period recalculating and reactivity at the same levels.

The subinterval is 0,1 sec, it means that the data refreshing time equals 0,1 sec. The
program automatically switches into different numbers of the time subintervals decreasing
in number due to increasing density of the neutron flux. The whole time interval is divided
in to 512 subintervals. The following table shows the count rate meter parameters at
different scanning intervals.

Neutron flux
in the

detector area

n/cm2.s
0,01 -5- 1

1-5- 10

10 -s- 100
100-1000
103- 105

Count rate
meter and
scanning
intervals

cps
0,01 + 1
1 + 10
10+ 100
100-1000
103-105

Number on
subintervals

512
256
128
64
32

Total interval
(number on
subintervals

x0,l)
sec

51,2
25,6
12,8
6,4
3,2

Statistical error for
min, max and middle

frequency
%

fmin, fcp, fkax
44,2
19,8
8,8
3,9
1,8

19,8
8,8
3,9

1,8
0,6

14
6,2
2,8
1,2
0,2

The maximal error at the lowest levels is calculated for the average counting rate 0,1 cps.
After preliminary measurements with a help of the digital frequency meter during first fuel
rods loading, the counting rate is about 0,3 cps. and at loaded up reactor zone in its deep
under reactivity state equals to 2 cps. The error at these levels of neutron flux will be
certainly lower. For example, an average counting rate of 0.5 cps produces error of 19,8%.

The in situe counter SNM-11 with its sensitivity (cps/nv) is very comfortable for counting
rate registration - the values for neutron flux density and counting rate are the same (look
at the table). The scales can be given in n/cm2 or cps. and vice versa.

System structure, hardware and software.

Structure

The system signals (pulses) are provided by in situe electronic block BIO-2-17 for each
active zone channel physically separated. There are no modifications to the in situe
hardware nor reactor trip systems.

The system is not tended to be a part of the reactor trip system so there is no need for the
channels to be separated from the reactor core to the kits. The system consists of two twin
independent channels for measurement and data processing - one of them placed at the
Reactor Protection System, the other one at the Control Room. These two channels provide
displays located in the refuelling machine(RM) with analogue signals of counting rate and
period.
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The same channels provide the systems with digital signals for warnings and trip alarm,
audio indicators and defects alarm of RM.

Hardware.

?C at Reactor Protection System.
Industrial Rack mount with following characteristics:
Processor : Intel Pentium III 450 MHz
RAM :64MB PC 100
HDD :10.2 GB
Display : 15"

PC at Control Room 1.
Portable Lunchbox with following characteristics:
Processor : Intel Pentium III 450 MHz
RAM :64MBPC100
HDD : 3.2 GB
Display : 15" TFT

The computer is installed before the unit shut down and it is placed at the movable rack at
side of PI at the Control Room.

National Instruments hardware.

PCI Adapter PCI-6602
The adapter is installed in the computers at the Reactor Protection System and the Control
Room - one for each ones. The adapter includes 8 32bit counters and up to 32 digital
input/output channels. The adapter has got following characteristics:
• Number of channels
• Resolution
• Compatibility
• Frequency accuracy f
• Maximal input frequency f
• Minimal source pulse duration
• Working temperature

8
32-bit
5V/TTL
±0,005%
80 MHz
5 ns
from 0 to 50 °C at humidity from 10 to 90%

AO-2DC analogue adapter
The adapter is installed in the computers at the Reactor Protection System and the Control
Room - one for each ones. The adapter includes 2 voltage outputs, 2 current outputs and 16
digital input/output channels. The adapter has got following characteristics:
• voltage outputs

voltage : 0 to 10V, ±5V, software fixing
input impedance : 0,5 Q max
max. current : 1 mA
load capacity : 10 nF
protection : short circuit earthing
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absolute accuracy : ±5 mV
• current outputs

output current : 0 to 20 mA
external power supply : +7V to +40V
output impedance : 1 GQ
protection : short circuit grounding;
absolute accuracy : ±30 |iA max

• Stability : -60uV/C°
• working temperature : 0 to 55 C° at humidity from 10 to 90%.

Terminal boxes and cables kits

Both terminal boxes (one at the Reactor Protection System and one at the Control Room)
type SCIB-68 are to connect measuring channels and the adapters PCI-6602.

Both terminal boxes (one at the Reactor Protection System and one at the Control Room)
type SC-2072 are to connect measuring channels of the adapters AO-2DC with the
information panel of the refuelling machine.

Software.

MS Windows NT 4.0 Workstation with SP3 is an operating system.

The application language of the system is G language in the environment of the Bridge
View of National Instruments firm. Besides the Bridge View package besides G language
includes resources allowing as follows:
• input/output points labels creation (tag);
• trends and processes history generation;
• control an decode optimisation.

Object orientated programming is based on the principle that all functions (for measuring,
analysis, I/O file processing and so on) are included in the separate modules. Each of the
modules has got data inputs and outputs for according processing. The basic advantages of
the OOP are as follows:
• the programmer is concentrated mainly on the creation of the application using in situe
modules included in to application programming environment;
• low level of possible error in the program caused by data incompatibility, format and
inexistance. The Bridge View environment validates all these aspects and generates errors
during compilation process of the application.
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System operation.

Counting rate measurement.

Each of the six measuring channels has got its own counter on the PCI-6602 adapter. The
seventh counter is used for information refreshing interval generation (0,1 sec) so called
hardware gate. The eight counter is a redundant one. The value of the counting rate for
each of the channels is displayed as an vertical bar on the digital indicator. The average
value of the six channels is shown in the diagrams. The logarithmic scales are used from
0.01 up to 10E5 cps.

The status of each channel (being checked , switch off, failed) is displayed on the Boolean
indicator where the number of the channel is shown. When the colour of the indicator is
green it means that the channels is working properly, when is red it means that the channels
in switch off and the programme cut off the channels data processing. The status of each
channel is given by means of light diodes mounted on refuelling machine.

The data for the average counting rate are forwarded to the adapter AO-2DC, which
converts them as on analogue signals from 0 to 10 V and from 0 to 20 mA used by displays
at refuelling machine.

Reactor period calculation.

The reactor period is recalculated for each of six measuring channels and is displayed as an
vertical bar and digital indicator for each of the channels. The minimal period of the sixth
channels is shown in the diagram. The scales are exponential rated from 60 to 10 sec.

The data for a minimal period arc forwarded to the adapter AO-2DC; which converts them
as analogue signal rated from 0 to 10V and from 0 to 20mA used by displays at refuelling
machine.

The period is recalculated according to a formula:
1 1 dN

T N dt where:
T - reactor period
N - current power (counting rate)

In the programme the previous formula is implemented as follows:

T ~ N At ~ N At w h e r e >

N - the value of the average current counting rate
N' - the value of the average previous counting rate
At - the refreshing time at data
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Reactivity calculation.

The reactivity is calculated using average counting rate of the six measurement channels.
The value is displayed in the diagram of the display

The reactivity recalculating is performed according to the reverse point kinematics:

5 ] r * | a,.

As a practical implementation of the reactivity calculation, integrals recursive calculation is
performed based on previous formula. The reactivity is calculated in the fixed time interval
dt - 0,1 sec. The following integrals descriptions are implemented:

^dt' tj=J.At

Recursive formula for the integrals deriving is:

4% = No
4. A/ ( 2 )

where,
Nj - counting rate at tj
?>.i,pi - latency constants of the neutrons for groups i (i=l,2..6)
S - the value of the independent neutrons source in the reactor

The derived integrals according to formula 2 are substituted into formula 1 and the value of
the reactivity is given in P units. The latency constants and the independent source are
provided by the operator based on physical recalculation for the certain active zone.

Data back up.

Collected and recalculated data by Bridge View Engine are written down into hard disks of
the PCs located at (the Reactor Protection System and the Control Room) in the
compressed form 1 MB in size and THD extension (trend historical data).

The following type of data are written:
• counting rate for the six channels;
• period for the six channels;
• average counting rate for the six channels;
• minimal period for the six channels;
• reactivity;
• each channel status.
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Tester.

The function of the tester is to test the performance of the system including the whole
hardware path e. g. preamplifier, BIO2-17, connection adapter, connection lines, terminal
boxes, connection computers - measuring adapters, analogue outputs adapter, information
panel of the refuelling machine.

The tester consists of portable PC with installed analogue output channels PCI-6704
adapter of the following characteristics:
• voltage outputs : 16 channels, ± 10 V, accuracy ± 1 mV max.
• current outputs : 16 channels, 0,1 to 20,2 mA, accuracy ± 2 mkA max.
• stability : voltage - 5 mkV/°C, current - 10 nA/°C

The tester is connected with measurement channel by extending adapter, which is placed
instead of BKC2-04 unit (in situe block for channel survey).

The tester application is designed by means of Lab View and it acts as two pulses mode
generator:
• test static frequency - the impulse string of static frequency is generated based on choice
of the operator.
• test static period - the impulse string of exponentially increasing frequency is generated.

System performance at failures.

• One PC failure - at the Reactor Protection System or one at the Control Room
Because of the fact that both PCs perform the same functions, both forward the information
throughout two separate cables to the refuelling machine, this kind of failure dose not have
any impact on the system.

•PCI-6602 Counter failure.
The accusation of the input signals by the channels is cut off. The implications on the
systems are the same as above. The system functionality is not jeopardised.

• Analogue Outputs Adapter AO-2DC failure.
The forwarding of the information from one of the PCs to the refuelling machine
information panel is interrupted. The system functionality is not impacted by this kind of
failure cause the other PC is providing data to the RM.

• RM information panel connection or apparatus failure.
Because of apparatus and cabling duplexing the functionality of the system is not impacted
by this kind of failure.

•Measurement channel (channels) failure.
When the channel failure occurs the appropriate bar in the display is filled up and coloured
in red, the system cuts off data processing on this channel so the rest of the channels are
working properly. The system can work properly even with smaller number of working
channels.
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